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The first issue of Five out of Ten was successful beyond our
expectations. Your support and feedback has been incredible.
To everyone who bought our first issue, or just spread the word
about the magazine, we say: thank you! Now the honeymoon
period is over and we’ve been hard at work lining up a year
of exceptional writing from seasoned journalists and talented
newcomers.
You’ll notice a few changes in our second issue: most pieces
have a ‘further reading’ section for those who want to delve
deeper. We’ve also changed the main font, for any font lovers
out there. Our mission statement remains the same: videogame
criticism is important and good writing is worth paying for. With
the continued news of media outlets closing, paid writing is
ever more vital — whether independent or traditional.
This issue, we focus on expanding the conversation about videogames to a wider audience. We’ll travel to an abandoned
virtual town, embrace the potential for videogame tragedies,
examine the instinct that drives us to play, explore the portrayal
of gender in games and look at a game where the player makes
the rules. Our journey is still getting started, but now we can
really enjoy the ride.

Alan Williamson

Editor-in-Chief of Five out of Ten, co-founder of Split Screen,
writes for the New Statesman and Critical Distance. Originally
from Northern Ireland, he now lives in Oxford. He ate most
of the Five out of Ten launch cake and he’s not sorry.
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The Sims is one of videogames’ greatest success stories:
with over 150 million units sold across the franchise, it’s
bigger than pretty much everything except Nintendo’s
überbrands Mario and Pokémon. It’s not hard to see the
reason for success: what could be more captivating than
playing God to little computer people? We can create our
own soap opera dramas, where exaggerated caricatures
of our friends romance or fight each other.
Then you get bored of your Sims and move onto another
game. You buy a new computer or the little people are
lost in a data archive somewhere, their lives frozen in time.
What if they weren’t frozen in time? What if the game
world kept turning in your absence until you returned? In
Nintendo’s village life simulator Animal Crossing, that’s
exactly what happens. While I was wooed away from my
DS to the joys of smartphone gaming and shinier hardware, the villagers of Oinktown went about their fake
lives unaware.
Three years later, I returned to Oinktown.

Return to Oinktown
Alan Williamson
I

t is a frosty winter’s morning. (It is actually a snuggly winter’s morning under my duvet). I feel guilty
that I’ve been away for so long, compounded by
the extremely long ‘Preparing Oinktown’ message
as the game calculates three years of village life
in my absence. Stepping out of my front door,
the mailbox is bursting with junk: an update from
something I vaguely remember called the ‘Happy
Room Academy’, a farewell note from a forgotten
friend. My assets in the bank have accumulated
a mere thirty days’ interest, clearly a prescient
joke from Nintendo on the unethical practises
of modern banking.
Lyle the insurance salesman is waiting for me. I
forgot he visits on Saturdays to peddle his policies. I also forgot the amount of button mashing
it takes to get through his sales pitch. I run back
into the house to escape him to find it’s full of
cockroaches: the only way to get rid of them is
to shift your furniture around and stomp on them
as they escape. Little cockroach ghosts float into
the air. These things have souls. I am a monster.

Animal Crossing is fundamentally a game about
materialism. Starting from an empty house, you
gradually build a collection of furniture: bedrooms,
kitchens, a dancing cacophony of ‘Gyroids’ that
you exhume with your shovel. Your house is
mortgaged with Tom Nook, Oinktown’s very
own Gordon Gekko, who offers to build extensions to your property once you’ve paid off the
loan- and then saddles you with an even larger
debt in its place.
There’s no real obligation to pay off your loan from
Nook. Once your house reaches its maximum
size, you can enjoy life and shop at Nook’s Corner
(which he eventually upgrades to Nookington’s
with the proceeds of your shopping sprees) without the bailiffs ever knocking at the door. It’s a
materialist’s paradise where the rich get richer
and the poor get richer, too.

“Our topic is poetry in itself and its kinds,
and what potential each has.”
Aristotle

How the Dead Reach Out
Rick Lane

T

ragedy does not come naturally to games.
The arcades understood it to a certain
degree, from an economic perspective at least,
encouraging mobs of children to cast their pocket money into the slots of games too difficult to
ever be completed by mere mortals. Though
victory always seemed possible, the outcome
was inevitable: demise, game over.

The moment dedicated games consoles arrived
on the scene this financial imperative vanished,
and over time the gamer’s lexicon has filled with
words semantically aligned with positive action:
winner, high score, mission complete, flawless
victory, achievement unlocked. Such language

is the antithesis of tragedy. The nature of games
as entertainment, designed to engender a sense
of accomplishment, appears incompatible with
the tragic genre.
Over the past few years, a small number of
games have emerged to challenge this assertion: games which not only contest the idea that
they must end with victory, or at least have the
option of a happy ending, but demonstrate a
clear understanding of theories of tragedy that
have developed over two and a half thousand
years. How has the world’s youngest art began
to master one of the oldest?

I sit across the table from my opponent, deep in
concentration. I’m watching her every move, looking for
signs of weakness. She narrows her eyes and curls her
lip, deep in thought. We’re both trying to figure out what
we need to reach the goal in this game.
She spins a five. She grabs the piece and moves it,
tapping each space as she passes it.
thwock — thwock — thwock — thwock — thwock
She finishes the move, and I see her lip begin to quiver.
“Daddy, I don’t like this game anymore,” she says
between her unsuccessful attempts to stifle her rapidly
approaching sobs.

Player’s Instinct
Marc Price

W

e’re playing Chutes and Ladders, and
my four-year-old daughter just learned
the power of random events in gaming. Chutes
and Ladders is one of the first games that my
daughter and I played together. Players navigate
a board with 100 numbered spaces, trying to
be the first player to land exactly on the 100th
space. It’s an old game with origins tracing back
to Ancient India, where it is referred to as Snakes
and Ladders.

Many spaces on the board represent different
moral choices that children may face throughout
their early lives. In the version we were playing
my daughter landed on space 98, on which she
was punished for spilling a cookie jar and forced
to go back roughly 30 spaces. Other spaces on
the board reward children for good choices (like
cleaning their rooms) and allow them to advance
20 or 30 spaces at a time. It’s an interesting and
fun game, if a little shallow. However, for my
daughter it was a terrible experience. It wasn’t
until a few weeks later, while playing New Super
Mario Bros. U with her, that I realised why.
There’s a common experience we all share
as players. For some reason, everyone who
has ever played a Mario game has instinctively lifted their leg or shifted their body in
a sort of physical willing to have Mario jump
further, or make it through a tight passage. My
daughter doesn’t usually watch me play games
and so I don’t think I passed the impulse on to her
(I don’t really do it any more, anyway), yet there
she was lifting her leg, cocking her head to the
side and sticking out her tongue as she tried to
guide Mario through the level.

It occurred to me that perhaps we have a sort
of “Player’s Instinct” that drives us when playing
games. My daughter’s experience with randomness was a part of this instinct. We want our
gaming experiences to feel fair: we want to feel
in control of the action happening in front of us,
and when something happens that is out of our
control, it causes frustration and makes us want
to stop playing- it might even make us cry.
The reason why games like the challenging Dark
Souls has resonated with dedicated players is
that they feel fair, even when they’re being cheap.
When travelling through Sen’s Fortress in Dark
Souls, a dark area laden with traps, the challenge
becomes one of memory. Can the player remember which steps trigger which traps? Can they
remember in which corner an enemy is lurking?
The game is nothing if not consistent, with an
emphasis on pattern recognition and memorization. It’s actually quite like an old Mario game: the
bosses might be larger and infinitely more terrifying, but they are designed to be defeated by
players with patience and a keen eye for patterns.

In Susan Bordo’s The Male Body, she recounts a story of the executives at Mattel
determining what to do with Ken’s crotch. The men in the room apparently shifted
uncomfortably as they discussed bulges and jockey shorts for the little piece
of man-shaped plastic. Considering Barbie’s own roots as a German sex toy
turned into a model for young American women, the turn of the tables would be
delicious, if it weren’t so incredibly sad that we try to put ourselves on pedestals
rather than admitting that we are humans and variety is the norm.

Ken’s Invisible Crotch
Denis Farr

M

en and women in videogames tend to have
idealized bodies: men are hulking brutes with
frames that would nary fit through a typical door,
while women are waifish and buxom to the point of
wondering if all of their internal organs are housed
in their breasts. So when I started playing XCOM:
Enemy Unknown, I decided I would have a bit of fun.

The game allows for giving characters both a first and
last name, but additionally they unlock a nickname
when they gain enough experience. I decided to fight
off an alien invasion with the power of a drag family:
all the male avatars in the game would in truth be
drag kings, named after women I knew in the games
community, and vice versa for the female avatars.
I was rather glad that I knew many women in the
games industry, as the male avatars far outnumbered the women I ever came across. Sporting their
mustaches and colored hair, the likes of Christine
Love, Mattie Brice, and Patricia Hernandez gunned
down alien after alien, while donning armor that
made them look more and more like a humanshaped brick. My friend Kate would gruff out to
troops she healed that they need to ‘man’ up. It was
spectacularly silly.

The women in my barracks were much smaller by
comparison. They still managed just as well as their
male counterparts, and their nicknames seemed very
appropriate for drag queens (I came out as “Kitty”).
Their quips tended not to be gender-focused: no
shouts of “that took some ovaries” here.
I’m not one to believe that genitals make up gender.
It seemed rather wonderful that although the game
had socially and systemically coded these people
as men and women, I had the power to say: “No.
They are what I decide them to be, and my friends
like to be fabulous, so they’ll all be in drag.” I wasn’t
really subverting the system of the game itself, but
I was subverting its meaning or whatever it was
unconsciously trying to symbolize with its beefy
men and smaller women. It gave me a sense of
power. Whenever I found myself in tense situations,
I was able to pretend my queens and kings were
just sashaying from cover to cover, delivering campy
quips to these aliens about going back to Uranus or
some other appropriately high-brow insult.

Patricia “FENIX”Hernandez
Mattie “SLICE” Brice
Christine “DIGITAL” Love

There is no escape.

Sleep is Death

Sleep is Death
My Retelling of Eve and the Apple

I

Katie Williams

first played Sleep is Death at Melbourne’s Freeplay Independent Games Festival in 2010. In a
large, colourful room separate from the rest of the
conference, tucked away in a corner of the State
Library, were locally-developed games exhibited
as part of the festival’s Experimedia program: at
regular intervals, speakers would take to a stage
at the back of the room to deliver talks on the
culture, development, and significance of independent games. One such talk, given by PhD
candidate Mike Skolnik on his work with Sleep
is Death, would come to change the way I saw
gaming, revealing new possibilities for emotional
responses and unique uses of narrative in the
medium.

Sleep is Death was developed by Jason Rohrer,
the same guy who stunned the gaming community
with his five-minute exploration of life and death
Passage back in 2007. It’s a collaborative ‘two
player only’ game: one player is the ‘controller’,
working behind the scenes to steer the plot and

furnish the game world. The other is the ‘player’,
who can interact with the environment laid before
them however they please. The two players take
turns to advance the story every thirty seconds,
bouncing off one another’s actions to create a
dynamic and unpredictable storytelling experience.
Skolnik drew special attention to the significance
of the game’s name. Despite each story having
the potential to branch in limitless directions –
and therefore span a limitless range of emotions
– Rohrer chose the unsettling title “Sleep is Death,”
a conscious decision to plant preconceived ideas
into players’ heads. Rohrer hoped that this would
steer players into creating particularly profound
stories. However, Skolnik noted that players, when
confronted with the improvisational nature of Sleep
is Death’s storytelling, tended to veer towards
comedy. This was something I began to understand after the talk, when he was able to give me
a personal demonstration of Sleep is Death.

players
guide

Some of the feedback we received on New Horizons was
from readers who didn’t play games themselves, but knew
relatives and friends who did. As gaming becomes a more
inclusive and popular pastime, it’s important to remember
that while many of us have grown up with videogames our
whole lives, some players are just getting started. How do
you learn about videogames in a world of specialist media
that preaches to the choir; a world of roguelikes, in-jokes
and assumed knowledge?
This issue, we have focused on five current issues in videogame culture: violence, misogyny and sexism, online
multiplayer games, the rise of downloadable titles, and
how games are already enriching the world around us.
We hope that whether you’re a videogame fan, or merely
game-curious, that this guide will serve you well.

A History of Violence
Rick Lane

“I cannot think of another important issue for which scientists have been
willing to reach conclusions on such a small body of research”
- Jonathan Freedman, Department of Psychology, University of Toronto

V

ten years before science got around to exploring
the issue. Since then researchers have handled it
rather like a hot bar of soap, flinging it from side
to side, occasionally approaching something of a
firm grasp on it, and frequently dropping it, slipping on it and generally making a complete arse
of themselves. But as another US school shooting
prompts another call from politicians for science
to investigate the relationship between games
and violence, it’s vital that we understand what
While the debate on games and violence has been research has gone before, the current theoretical
raging since the 1976 game Death Race was pulled and practical understandings, and the mistakes
from shelves because it depicted tiny pixelated that have been made along the way.
stick-men being run over by a box, it was another
ideogame violence is a tired subject, to the
point where even making that observation
seems hackneyed and unoriginal. Yet somehow,
despite the obvious exhaustion, you can guarantee that when the issue is raised the same parade
of media hyperbole, political opportunism and
gamer denial will march predictably across the
Internet. It’s a Sisyphean labour that we condemn
as cliché and partake in regardless.

DEATH RACE (1967)
MORTAL KOMBAT (1992)
DOOM (1993)

The earliest studies that directly investigated a
link between violent games and violent behaviour were conducted in 1986 – one study by Joel
Cooper and Diane Mackie, simply titled “Video
Games and Aggression in Children” and another
by Craig Anderson and Catherine Ford, somewhat
less simply titled “Affect of the Game Player: ShortTerm Effects of Highly and Mildly Aggressive Video
Games.” In brief, the former concluded that fifthgrade girls demonstrated more aggressive behaviour after playing a violent game, while the results
of the latter “indicate[d] that playing aggressive
video games can have short-term negative effects
on the game-player’s emotional state.” Only a year
later, however, another study by Daniel Graybill
which looked at sixth grade children found no
difference between those playing violent games
and those who played non-violent games.
So began a back-and-forth argument that has
lasted over a quarter of a century, and led some
researchers to become hardened advocates of
one side or the other. The aforementioned Craig
Anderson has since built his career on pursuing
the theory that games cause violent behaviour. In
2010 Anderson’s testimony was used to defend a
2005 law which enacted the restriction of violent
videogame sales in California. The US Supreme
Court ruled that the law was unconstitutional,
remarking that the studies California used in its
defence, in which Anderson’s played a significant part, “have been rejected by every court to
consider them, and with good reason: They do
not prove that violent video games cause minors
to act aggressively (which would at least be a
beginning). Instead, [n]early all of the research is
based on correlation, not evidence of causation,
and most of the studies suffer from significant,
admitted flaws in methodology.”

Dolls and Monsters
Katie Williams

S

creamers, they’re called. With a name like that,
this breed of monster practically writes itself.
You can imagine scrawny and haggard women;
women whose screams elicit more annoyance
than fear. Occasionally, a Screamer will launch
itself at the male protagonist Murphy, flinging her
arms around his neck like a noose. She must be
“shaken” off as if brushing aside a large, irritating
insect.
As the weakest enemies in Silent Hill: Downpour,
the Screamers are never more harmful than a
mosquito. Their presence in this psychologically-informed survival horror is puzzling, actually:
they are such insignificant adversaries that you’ll
wonder throughout whether they at least have
their own backstory. Until then, though, their unexplained existence merely invites the players to
unleash their hate upon them from the outset.

Murphy encounters the first Screamer in a waterlogged, seemingly empty house, and it’s a scene
that would initially make any player flinch.
“Fucking like that, bitch?” a male voice grunts from
the basement, as Murphy approaches tentatively.
“Come on, bitch, let’s see what you’ve fucking got…
fucking get up, bitch.”
The hardened convict Murphy wears a look of
horror, one that likely mirrors the player’s upon
glimpsing the silhouette of a disturbing scene. It’s
his former fellow inmate, Sanchez, and judging
by his shadow, he’s definitely beating a woman.
She seems near helpless; the camera focuses on
her unmistakeably feminine high-heeled shoes as
her body shudders beneath each blow, and her
moans are distinctly human, almost sexual. Yet
like the stereotypical woman the Screamer takes

The Realm of Possibility
Denis Farr

W

hen I was a teenager, my parents got me my
own computer with a modem and connected me to a BBS in the Clarksville, TN area. I’m still
not sure of the impetus: maybe because I saw
them playing all manner of games from Legend
of the Red Dragon to Trade Wars, and I wanted
to join in on the fun. I made some friends my own
age in these virtual hangouts, but mostly I interacted with people a decade or two older than my
young self. It accelerated my learning of how to
debate, converse, and generally get along with
people who were not my age.
In those early days of gaming in an online space, I
don’t recall meeting many people my own age. At
school and in my neighborhood, friends my own
age and I typically discussed games, but didn’t
play them together. Two houses up from us lived

neighbors who were on one of the same BBSs, so
they helped created a LAN between our houses
so that my family and theirs could play together.
There was a sense of responsibility: I could not
go into these games with a foul mouth, aware
that not only my parents, my parents of another
household would be aware.
This continued as we all gradually had Internet
connections, and thereby started exploring MUDs
that had players from all over the world, rather than
just our smallish city in middle Tennessee. Yet, still,
I found I rarely made friends my own age, or if I
did, we never discussed it. The few I have stick
in my mind quite vividly because we guarded our
ages except for all but the most trusted.

Auteurs on Demand
Rise of the Downloadable Game

Marc Price

I

n the days before persistent high speed internet connections, console videogames were
created and sold the same way: large studios
would create large games for large publishers,
in the hope of selling large amounts through
large retail stores at large prices. Something
changed with the launch of the Xbox 360. Its most
popular launch title wasn’t the newest edition of
Madden NFL or even Call of Duty; it was a small
title released on the platform’s fledgling Xbox
Live Arcade service called Geometry Wars Retro
Evolved.

Developed by British developer Bizarre Creations,
known for their Project Gotham Racing series, it
captured the imagination of gamers everywhere
thanks to its gorgeous visuals, pumping music
and addictive gameplay. Early stories about the
Xbox 360 focused on Geometry Wars, and there

are still those who swear by it as one of the best
titles released on the system.
Geometry Wars resembled a high definition
fireworks show: the spectacle and speed blew
players’ minds in 2005. Coming from the previous generation of the Playstation 2 and Xbox,
Geometry Wars was a true argument for the
power of next-gen consoles. It is a focused and
simple game: one of the Xbox 360’s analog sticks
is responsible for controlling the movement of
the player’s ship, and the other stick controlling
the direction of the weapons. Similar to classic
arcade games like Robotron 2084 and Smash
TV, it was familiar to gamers and easy to understand for newcomers. Combine these factors with
integrated leaderboards for the revamped Xbox
Live, and the game was a sensation.

Building Better Worlds
Alan Williamson

“I’ve always been interested in making games where the player can affect the game world in
big ways. I guess in a sense it feels like you’re playing with the world instead of in the world.”
- Markus ‘Notch’ Persson

T

here are two things in Minecraft you’ll never
forget: your first night and first morning. You
spend the first day exploring a strange new land,
chasing chickens and climbing through the hills,
enjoying the sights so much that you won’t even
notice the dwindling light. Then night falls and
the chickens are replaced by monsters: zombies,
skeleton archers, spiders, skeleton archers riding
spiders, hissing sentient cacti called ‘creepers’ that
explode in your face. In fear of your life, you punch
a hole in the ground with your bare fists, sealing yourself in an earthen tomb. When daybreak
comes, you burst forth from the blocky soils and
watch the reanimated corpses burning in the morning light. Come next evening, you’ll have built a
bigger tomb with a window. Welcome to Minecraft.

Videogames are defined by their limits. Some aim
for realism by simulating the laws of physics, while
others bend the laws to serve the almighty Fun
God. Players love to push these limits in search of
high scores and fastest laps. To master a videogame is to know and even break the limits through
glitches or exploits: nearly twenty years after the
release of Super Metroid for the Super Nintendo,
dedicated players are still finding new techniques
to skip the unskippable.
Minecraft is a game that eschews traditional limits.
It’s a ‘sandbox’ game where players are free to
roam through a randomly generated world that
expands to nigh-infinity. A rough explanation is
that it is 21st Century Digital Lego: a landscape of
blocks that can be mined, explored and exploited.
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